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REMARKS ON Θ-STRATIFICATIONS AND DERIVED CATEGORIES
DANIEL HALPERN-LEISTNER
Abstract. This note extends some recent results on the derived category of a geometric invariant
theory quotient to the setting of derived algebraic geometry. Our main result is a structure theorem
for the derived category of a derived local quotient stack which admits a stratification of the kind
arising in geometric invariant theory. The use of derived algebraic geometry leads to results with
pleasingly few hypotheses, even when the stack is not smooth. Using the same methods, we establish
a “virtual non-abelian localization theorem” which is a K-theoretic analog of the virtual localization
theorem in cohomology.
When X is a smooth projective-over-affine variety over a field of characteristic 0, and G is a
reductive group acting on X, goemetric invariant theory provides a G-equivariant stratification
X = Xss ∪S0∪ · · · ∪SN , where X
ss is the semistable locus and Xus = S0 ∪ · · · ∪SN is the unstable
locus. The main result of [HL1] provides a semiorthogonal decomposition of the derived category
of equivariant coherent sheaves,
DbCoh(X/G) = 〈Db CohXus(X/G)
<w,Db Coh(Xss/G),Db CohXus(X/G)
≥w〉, (1)
where the categories DbCohXus(X/G)
<w,≥w consist of objects supported on Xus, and in fact
these categories admit infinite semiorthogonal decompositions further refining the structure of
DbCoh(X/G). This decomposition is also implicit in the main result of [BFK]. One can think
of Equation 1 as a week kind of direct sum decomposition, which categorifies classically studied
direct sum decompositions of equivaraint cohomology and topological K-theory (with respect to a
maximal compact subgroup Gc ⊂ G) [HL4],
KGc(X) ≃ KGc(X
ss)⊕KGc(S0)⊕ · · · ⊕KGc(SN )
The final version of [HL1] proves a version of Equation 1 for singular classical global quotient
stacks X = X/G, but only under two additional technical hypotheses, referred to as (L+) and (A).
Unfortunately these hypotheses often fail, even for X with local complete intersection singularities.
The main observation of this note is that by passing to the setting of derived algebraic geometry,
there is a version which holds generally, without any technical hypotheses. In particular, it applies
even to classical quotient stacks in situations where the main theorem of [HL1] does not apply.
Generalizing the GIT stratification of a smooth quotient stack, we introduce the notion of a
derived Θ-stratification in a derived quotient stack, X = X/G, in characteristic 0 (Definition 1.2).
Rather than working withDbCoh(X), our main structure theorem, Theorem 2.1, provides a semiorthog-
onal decomposition of D−Coh(X) generalizing Equation 1 for a single derived Θ-stratum S ⊂ X.
We provide two more refined versions of this result: first for Db Coh(X) when X is quasi-smooth
(and certain obstructions vanish) in Theorem 3.2, which has applications to variation of GIT quo-
tient (see Corollary 3.5), and second for Perf(X) when the inclusion S ⊂ X is a regular embedding
(Proposition 2.10). Finally, we show how to extend the main structure theorem to the setting of
multiple strata on a local quotient stack in Theorem 4.3.
As another application of the notion of a derived Θ-stratum, we establish a K-theoretic virtual
non-abelian localization theorem, Theorem 5.1. Consider a quotient stack X/T , where T is a torus,
and X is given a T -equivariant perfect obstruction theory, and let Xi denote the components of the
fixed locus XT . Then virtual localization in cohomology, [GP], provides a method for computing
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integrals of equivariant cohomology classes∫
[X]vir
η =
∑
i
∫
[Xi]vir
η|Xi/T
e(Nviri )
in a localization of the power series ring H∗(BT ).
The K-theoretic localization theorem is an analgous expression for the K-theoretic integral
χ(X, F ) :=
∑
(−1)nRnΓ(X,F )G for F ∈ Perf(X/G). Recall that each stratum Si comes with
a distinguished one-parameter-subgroup λi and fixed component Zi ⊂ S
λi
i . We denote the map
of stacks σi : Zi := Zi/Li → X/G, where Li is the centralizer of λ. The non-abelian localization
formula has the form
χ(X, F ) = χ(Xss, F ) +
∑
χ(Zi, Ei ⊗ σ
∗F ), (2)
where Ei are certain quasi-coherent sheaves playing the role of the reciprocal of the Euler class in
K-theory (see Theorem 5.1).
The Ei are infinite direct sums of complexes of coherent sheaves, but only finitely many of these
contribute to the Euler characteristic χ, so the expression is well-defined. Furthermore, the objects
Ei depend on the one-parameter-subgroups λi in addition to the normal bundles of Zi. In a way
this is a strength of the formula: In the case of a Gm-action the fixed loci Zi do not depend on
the stratification, but the classes Ei do. Thus one can use Equation 2 to compare χ(X, F ) and
χ(Xss, F ), or one could choose a stratification for which Xss = ∅, in which case Equation 2 provides
an expression for χ(X, F ) in terms of “easier” integrals over the fixed loci Zi.
To the author’s knowlege, Equation 2 first appears in [TW] for the case of smooth local quotient
stacks. The formula requires no modification in the case of a quasi-smooth stack, but the objects
Ei must be appropriately interpreted (the “virtual fundamental class” is implicit in the fact that
RΓ(X, •) depends on the derived structure of X). Constantin Teleman and Chris Woodward sus-
pected a version for quasi-smooth X, and a version of the formula appears in [GW] for the moduli
of stable curves in a smooth projectively embedded G-variety, although the proof there is not en-
tirely correct.1 The notion of a derived Θ-stratum is necessary in order to establish the virtual
non-abelian localization theorem in the generality needed for its full range of applications.
Remark 0.1. This material will eventually be subsumed by a larger project studying the structure
on derived categories of quasi-geometric stacks induced by Θ-stratifications [HL3]. That paper
will prove theorems analogous to Theorem 2.1, Theorem 3.2, Theorem 4.3, and Theorem 5.1 for
Θ-stratifications in stacks which are not local quotient stacks, and the proofs will make a more
intrinsic (and essential) use of the modular interpretation provided by [HL2].
The proofs in this paper closely follow those in the final version of [HL1]. While these results are
not as general or complete as the one which will eventually appear in [HL3], the methods here have
the advantage of being more concrete – they involve mostly explicit manipulations of complexes of
vector bundles. Therefore we feel this note will serve as a useful counterpart to [HL3]. In addition,
in the smooth local quotient setting, Matthew Ballard has already found interesting applications
of these ideas to the moduli of semistable sheaves on surfaces [B], and we hope that the derived
version might prove useful for the study of local-quotient moduli stacks as well.
1Theorem 5.5 of [GW] is essentially our localization formula stated for the specific case of the moduli space of
stable curves. The key ingredient of the proof there, Proposition 5.2, only treats the case where the inclusions of
the strata Si →֒ X are regular embeddings, and when the natural projections Si → Zi are vector bundles. However,
the treatment there is vague as to the derived structure on the strata themselves, and one has to be careful in the
case of quasi-smooth stacks. Either the vector bundle condition or the regular embedding condition can fail when X
is quasi-smooth, and in fact both conditions hold essentially only if the derived obstruction space at each point of
Zi has weight 0 with respect to λi (See Example 1.4 below). The complete proof requires a bit more care as to the
derived structure of the strata, which is what the notion of a derived Θ-stratum accomplishes.
2
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1. Definitions
First we establish notation, and introduce certain subcategories of the derived category of qua-
sicoherent sheaves which will be used to establish our main structure theorem, Theorem 2.1.
Notation 1.1. All of our stacks will be derived algebraic stacks, i.e. presheaves on the∞-category
dg − Algopk , of commutative connective differential graded algebras over a fixed field, k, of char-
acteristic 0. We require that they are sheaves in the e´tale topology, are 1-stacks, and admit a
smooth representable morphism from an affine scheme. (See [L, Section 3] or [TV, Chapter 2.2] –
the theories agree over a field of characteristic 0)
More concretely, we will only consider quotient stacks and local quotient stacks. Meaning that
Zariski locally, X admits an affine morphism to a quotient stack X′ := X/G, where X is smooth and
quasiprojective, and G acts linearly. It follows that locally X = RSpec
X
A/G for some quasicoherent
sheaf of connective CDGA’s A. We also assume that X is locally finitely presented. An example
would be when X is a derived closed substack of X′.
Let λ be a 1PS and let S = Sλ ⊂ X be a KN-stratum for the action of G.
2 We denote
S′ = S/G →֒ X′, and we replace A with a semifree resolution of the form
OX [U0, U1, . . . ; d]
≃
−→ A
where Ui is an equivariant locally free sheaf in homological degree i. When working with a global
quotient stack, we will regard this presentation as fixed once and for all. We will make an exception
when we consider local quotient stacks in Section 4, where we will spell out explicit compatibility
conditions between local quotient coordinate charts.
First consider V := X×X′ S
′ ≃ (RSpec
S
OS⊗OX A)/G. Then letting P be the parabolic subgroup
defined by λ, we can identify S/G ≃ Y/P , and thus we can write this locally free sheaf of CDGA’s
as a locally free sheaf of P -equivariant CDGA’s, A˜, on Y . The subsheaf A˜λ≥1 ⊂ A˜ is P -equivariant,
and we let Aλ := A˜/A˜ · A˜λ≥1. Note that this has an explicit presentation of the form
OY [(U0|Y )<1, (U1|Y )<1, (U2|Y )<1, . . . ; d|Y ]
≃
−→ Aλ.
2The notion of a KN-stratum was introduced by Teleman [T] as an abstraction of the stratification in GIT studied
by Kirwan, Ness, Kempf, and Hesselink. See [HL1] for the precise definition we are using.
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Where Ui|Y admits a canonical short exact sequence of the form 0 → (Ui|Y )≥1 → Ui|Y →
(Ui|Y )<1 → 0 from the theory for classical stacks developed in [HL1].
Next we and let L be the centralizer of λ (i.e. the Levi quotient of P ) and consider OZ ⊗OY Aλ,
regarded as an L-equivariant quasicoherent CDGA on Z. The sub-module (OZ ⊗OY Aλ)<0 is
L-equivariant and a differential ideal (because the differential has degree 0), and we let Bλ :=
OZ ⊗OY Aλ/(OZ ⊗OY Aλ)<0 be the quasicoherent CDGA on Z/L.
Definition 1.2. We define the derived Θ-stratum to be S := RSpec
Y
Aλ/P . It is a closed substack
of X. We also define Z = RSpec
Z
Bλ/L. We have a canonical projection π : S → Z with a section
σ : Z → S. Furthermore, this diagram sits above the corresponding diagram for the classical
KN-stratum in X′ = X/G:
Z
σ
((

S
i //
pi
ii

X

Z′
))
S′ //ii X
′
where the vertical morphisms are affine.
Remark 1.3. The derived structure on the Θ-stratum is that of the mapping stack from Θ :=
A1/Gm to X. The stacks Map(Θ,X) and Map(BGm,X) are algebraic by the main result of [HP].
The underlying classical stack of Z and S clearly form the structure of a KN stratum in the
underlying classical stack of X, and thus by the modular interpretation of classical KN stratifications
in [HL2], it follows that Scl is isomorphic to an open substack of Map(Θ,X)cl = Map(Θ,Xcl)cl. To
verify that the derived structures agree, it suffices to check that the cotangent complex of S as
computed in Lemma 2.4 below agrees with the cotangent complex of the mapping stack.
Example 1.4. Consider the algebra OX = k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym]/(f(x, y)) regarded as the coor-
dinate ring of an affine scheme with Gm-action by equipping xi with positive weights and yi with neg-
ative weights in such a way that f is homogeneous of weight a. Then OS = OX/(x1, . . . , xn) is a clas-
sical KN-stratum. On the other hand, we can consider the semi-free resolution OX ∼ k[xi, yj , u; d],
where u is a variable of weight a and homological degree 1 with du = f(x, y). If a > 0, then the
derived Θ-stratum is Spec k[yj]/Gm and is classical – in this case the stratum is a bundle of affine
spaces over BGm, but i : S →֒ X is not a regular embedding. If a ≤ 0, then S = Spec k[yj, u; d]/Gm,
with du = f(0, y). In this case i is a regular embedding, but if a < 0, Z ≃ BGm and so π : S → Z
is not smooth. In the case a = 0, then Z = Spec k[u; du = 0]/Gm and π : S → Z is a bundle of
affine spaces.
Notation 1.5. For any stack X, we let QC(X) denote the ∞-category of (unbounded) quasico-
herent complexes on X (i.e. the ∞-categorical version of the derived category of quasicoherent
sheaves), defined as the limit under pullback of the categories R-Mod over all maps SpecR → X.
D?Coh(X), where ? = b,+,−, or blank, will denote the full subcategory of QC(X) whose homology
sheaves are coherent and bounded,3 homologically bounded above, homologically bounded below,
and unbounded respectively. Perf(X) denotes the category of perfect complexes. Adding the sub-
script CohS or QCS will refer to the full subcategory of objects set-theoretically supported on the
closed substack S ⊂ X.
Notation 1.6. Objects of QC(X) will typically be denoted in Roman font, i.e. F ∈ QC(X), and
we reserve the notation F for when it is necessary to emphasize the underlying complex of F . We
use homological grading conventions throughout, so for the usual t-structure on QC(X), τ≤nF is
3We have used the classical notation for these categories because it should be familiar to more readers. Note,
however, that Db Coh(X) is not the derived category of the abelian category of coherent sheaves on X, because the
category of coherent sheaves always agrees with that of the underlying classical stack.
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an object which is homologically bounded above (Hi(F ) = 0 for i > n) and τ≥n is homologically
bounded below. Subcategories defined by the t-structure will be denoted by subscripts, so QC(X)<∞
is the full subcategory of complexes which are homologically bounded above, and QC(X)♥ is the
category of quasicoherent sheaves.
Definition 1.7. Regarding F ∈ QC(Z) as an L-equivariant OZ -module, canonically decomposes
into a direct sum of objects based on the weights w.r.t. λ. We will use this to define the following
subcategories of QC(S):
Perf(S)≥w =
{
F ∈ Perf(S)
∣∣σ∗F ∈ QC(Z)≥w }
Perf(S)<w =
{
F ∈ Perf(S)
∣∣σ∗F ∈ QC(Z)<w }
We let QC(S)≥w (respectively QC(S)<w) be the smallest stable subcategory of QC(S) containing
Perf(S)≥w (respectively Perf(S)<w) and closed under colimits. Furthermore, for any full subcate-
gory C ⊂ QC(S), such as D−Coh(S), we let
C≥w := C ∩QC(S)≥w, and C<w := C ∩QC(S)<w.
The pushforward functor i∗ : QC(S) → QC(X) admits a right adjoint, which we denote by
iQ! : QC(X) → QC(S). Note that this functor is continuous if and only if OS is perfect as an
OX-module, in which case i∗ preserves perfect complexes. The notation i
! shall be used for the
corresponding right adjoint functor between categories of ind-coherent sheaves,4 which we denote
QC!(X). Because i∗ : QC
!(S) → QC!(X) preserves Db Coh, the functor i! : QC!(X) → QC!(S) is
continuous.
Definition 1.8. We consider the following full subcategories of QC(X):
QC(X)≥w :=
{
F ∈ QC(X)|i∗F ∈ QC(S)≥w
}
QC(X)<w :=
{
F ∈ QC(X)|iQ!F ∈ QC(S)<w
}
And we follow the convention that for any full subcategory, C ⊂ QC(X), we let C≥w (respectively
C<w) denote C ∩QC(X)≥w (respectively QC(X)<w). We define
Gw := D
−Coh(X)≥w ∩D−Coh(X)<w.
Finally, we will use the following
Notation 1.9. A baric decomposition of a stable ∞-category C will denote a family of semiorthog-
onal decompositions C = 〈C<w,C≥w〉, indexed by w ∈ Z, such that C<w ⊂ C<w+1 and C≥w ⊂ C≥w−1
for all w. In this case we define Cw = C≥w ∩ C<w+1. We say that the decomposition is complete if⋂
w C
<w = 0 and
⋂
w C
≥w = 0.
2. A structure theorem for the derived category
Our main result of this section will be the following
Theorem 2.1. For any w ∈ Z, there is a semiorthogonal decomposition
D− Coh(X) = 〈D− CohS(X)
<w,Gw,D
− CohS(X)
≥w〉 (3)
4See [G] for a general definition of QC! of a locally almost finitely presented prestack, where it is denoted IndCoh(X),
and see [DG2] for a proof that QC!(X) = Ind(Db Coh(X)) for a quasi-compact algebraic stack with affine stabilizer
groups.
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where Gw is identified with D
− Coh(Xss) via the restriction functor. Furthermore, D− CohS(X)
<w
and D− CohS(X)
≥w give a complete baric decomposition,
D− CohS(X) = 〈D
− CohS(X)
<w,D− CohS(X)
≥w〉,
and we can identify D− CohS(X)
w with the essential image of the fully faithful functor i∗π
∗ :
D− Coh(Z)w → D− Coh(X).
The proof follows the proof of the main theorem of [HL1] closely. The arguments are improved,
however, by working with the derived Θ-stratum, which can have a nontrivial derived structure
even when X is classical (as in Example 1.4). In addition, working with D−Coh instead of DbCoh
leads to technical simplifications in the arguments. We will return to the structure Db Coh in the
next section.
Lemma 2.2. We have baric decompositions C = 〈C≥w,C<w〉, where C = Perf(S),D− Coh(S), or
QC(S) which are compatible with the inclusions. Furthermore we have alternative descriptions
D− Coh(S)≥w =
{
F ∈ D− Coh(S)
∣∣σ∗F ∈ D− Coh(Z)≥w } , and
D− Coh(S)<w =
{
F ∈ D− Coh(S)
∣∣σ∗F ∈ D− Coh(Z)<w } .
Proof. The proof is almost identical to [HL1, Proposition 3.9]. First one proves the result for
D−Coh(S) ≃ D−Coh(Aλ). Instead of resolutions by right-bounded complexes of locally free
sheaves, one uses the fact that any F has a right-bounded presentation of the form A ⊗ E• as an
A-module (ignoring the differential) where En is a locally free sheaf in homological degree n which
is pulled back from Z′ under the composition S→ Z→ Z′.
Objects of the form A ⊗ (E•)
≥w restricted to the underlying classical KN stratum, Scl, lie in
D−Coh(Scl)≥w, and such objects are left orthogonal to objects in QC(Scl)<w<∞ by [HL1, Lemma 3.14].
Note that any F ∈ QC(S)♥ is pushed forward from S
cl, so D−Coh(S)≥w is left semi-orthogonal to
QC(S)<w♥ . For any object F and semi-free presentation as above, A ⊗ E•, we define the functors
β≥wF and β<wF as terms in the exact triangle
0 // β≥wF // F // β<wF // 0
0 // A⊗ (E•)
≥w // A⊗ E• // A⊗ (E•)
<w // 0
.
The above observation implies that regardless of the presentations chosen, RHomQC(S)(β
≥wF, β<wG)
vanishes for any pair of objects.
It is clear from the explicit construction that any object of the form β≥wF (respectively β<wF )
can be written as a colimit of objects in Perf(S)≥w (respectively Perf(S)<w). Furthermore objects
of the form β≥wF and β<wF generate D−Coh(S)≥w and D−Coh(S)<w respectively, so we have
the semiorthogonal decomposition of D−Coh(S). It follows from the construction that σ∗β≥wF ≃
(σ∗F )≥w and likewise for β<w. Using this and Nakayama’s lemma, one can deduce the alternate
characterizations of D−Coh(S)≥w and D−Coh(S)<w.
The argument for why this semiorthogonal decomposition preserves perfect objects follows ver-
batim from the argument in [HL1]: essentially that the set of points in S for which an object
in D−Coh(S) is perfect is open, so we know that σ∗β≥wF ≃ (σ∗F )≥w is perfect, and the only
open substack of S through which σ : Z → S factors is S itself. Finally because S is a perfect
stack, once we have a semiorthogonal decomposition for Perf(S), there is a unique semiorthogonal
decomposition of QC(S) = IndPerf(S) such that β≥w and β<w are cocontinuous. 
Remark 2.3. An object in DbCoh(S)♥ which has weights < w when regarded as an L-equivariant
OZ -module clearly has a resolution by sheaves of the form A⊗E with E locally free of fiber weight
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< w, and thus lies in D−Coh(S)<w. Conversely, an object in D−Coh(S)<w has a presentation
of this form, and thus has homology sheaves which have negative weights. Thus an object of
D−Coh(S) lies in D−Coh(S)<w if and only if its homology lies in that subcategory. Because
QC(S) = Ind(Perf(S)), this description extends to the baric decomposition of QC(S) as well:
F ∈ QC(S)<w if and only if Hi(F ) ∈ QC(S)
<w for all i.
The following observation is the primary reason for introducing derived algebraic geometry into
this story. It is the direct derived analogy to the computation of the normal bundle of a KN stratum
in a smooth variety.
Lemma 2.4. There is an equivalence of canonical exact triangles in D− Coh(S)
β≥1i∗LX //

i∗LX // β
<1i∗LX //

LS/X[−1] // i
∗LX // LS //
In particular, LS/X ∈ D
− Coh(S)≥1.
Proof. It suffices to show that σ∗LS/X ∈ D
−Coh(Z)≥1 and σ∗LS ∈ D
−Coh(Z)<1. The closed
immersion, i, was defined as the composition of two closed immersions: first from V := X×X′ S
′ →
X = RSpecA˜/P , and then from S ≃ RSpec
S
Aλ/P → V. Consider the diagram
S //
$$❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍
V //

X

S′ = S/G // X′ = X/G
.
To show that σ∗LS/X ∈ D
−Coh(Z)≥1: From the exact triangle for LS/X, it suffices to show that
LS/V and LV/X|S lie in D
−Coh(S)≥1. The former comes from the explicit description of Aλ as the
quotient of A˜ by the ideal generated by elements of positive weights, and the latter comes from the
fact that the lemma is known for a KN stratum in a smooth classical stack, and LV/X ≃ LS′/X′ |V.
To show that σ∗LS ∈ D
−Coh(Z)<1: Again from a canonical exact triangle it suffices to show
that σ∗LS/S′ and σ
∗LS′ |S lie is D
−Coh(Z)<1. The latter follows from the fact that the lemma is
known for a KN stratum in a smooth stack, and the former follows from the explicit description
of S = RSpec
S
Aλ/P , where Aλ is an algebra admitting a presentation by locally free sheaves with
non-positive weights. 
Remark 2.5. This computation of the cotangent complex follows more directly from the modular
interpretation of S as a connected component of the mapping stack Map(Θ,X).
Lemma 2.6. We have a baric decomposition
D− CohS(X) = 〈D
− CohS(X)
<w,D− CohS(X)
≥w〉.
Proof. First we note that i∗D
−Coh(S)≥w is left semi-orthogonal to i∗D
−Coh(S)<w for any w.
Indeed, RHomX(i∗F, i∗G) ≃ RHom(i
∗i∗F,G), so it suffices to show that for F ∈ D
−Coh(S)≥w,
i∗i∗F ∈ D
−Coh(S)≥w as well. This follows from the fact that i∗i∗F has a filtration whose associated-
graded is isomorphic to Sym(LS/X)⊗ F , which can be proved following the proof of [HL1, Lemma
3.21] verbatim.
Let C denote the subcategory of F ∈ D−CohS(X) which admit a factorization F
′ → F → F ′′ with
F ′ ∈ D−CohS(X)
≥w and F ′′ ∈ D−CohS(X)
<w. Then C is triangulated and contains the essential
image of D−Coh(S) under i∗, and therefore contains D
bCohS(X). The factorizations define a baric
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decomposition of C, and are functorial. Furthermore, the truncation functors preserve connective
objects. Writing any F as a filtered colimit F = colimFα such Fα ∈ DbCohS(X) and τ≤nF
α
stabilizes for any fixed n, we see that colim β≥wFα converges to an element of D−CohS(X)
≥w and
likewise for colim β<wFα. 
We denote the baric truncation functors on D−CohS(X) by β
≥w and β<w as well.
Remark 2.7. Let F ∈ QCS(X). The argument of [HL1, Lemma 3.30] applies verbatim to show
that if Hn(F ) ∈ QCS(X)
<w for all n, then F ∈ QCS(X)
<w, and the converse holds if F ∈ QC(X)<w<∞.
Lemma 2.8 (Quantization commutes with reduction). If F ∈ D− Coh(X)≥w and G ∈ QC(X)<∞
with iQ!G ∈ QC(S)<w, then the restriction map
RHomX(F,G)→ RHomXss(F |Xss , G|Xss)
is an equivalence.
Proof. The proof of [HL1, Theorem 3.29] applies verbatim. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. To extend Lemma 2.6 to a semiorthogonal decomposition of D−Coh(X), we
must show that the inclusionD−CohS(X)
≥w ⊂ D−CohS(X) admits a right adjoint andD
−CohS(X)
<w ⊂
D−CohS(X) admits a left adjoint. Note that X−S ⊂ X is the preimage of the complement of a KN
stratum in the classical quotient stack Spec
X
(SymU0)/G, and this combined with [HL1, Lemma
3.22] implies the existence of a Koszul system K0 → K1 → · · · of perfect complexes supported on S
with colimKn ≃ RΓSOX. They are perfect of uniformly bounded Tor-amplitude, and for any fixed
w, Cone(Kn → OX)|Z ∈ Perf(Z)
<w for all n≫ 0. We define functors for F ∈ D−Coh(X)
RΓ≥w
S
(F ) := colim β≥w(Kn ⊗ F ), and
RΓ<wS (F ) := limβ
<w(K∨n ⊗ F )
We must show that these functors land in D−CohS(X)
≥w and D−CohS(X)
<w respectively. Note
that by construction, the baric truncation functors β≥w and β<w preserve connective objects in
D−CohS(X). Therefore, if P → F is a morphism from a perfect object which is a quasi-isomorphism
in low homological degree, then RΓ≥w
S
(P ) → RΓ≥w
S
(F ) is an isomorphism in low homological
degree as well (and likewise for RΓ<w
S
). It thus suffices to assume F is perfect. In this case,
F ∈ D−Coh(X)≥w and D−Coh(X)<v for some w and v, and the colimit and limit defining RΓ≥w
S
and RΓ<w
S
stabilize (as in [HL1, Lemma 3.37,3.38]). It follows that RΓ≥w
S
(F ) ∈ D−CohS(X)
≥w
and RΓ<w
S
(F ) ∈ D−CohS(X)
<w.
We have a canonical morphismRΓ≥w
S
F → F , so in order to show that RΓ≥w
S
is right adjoint to the
inclusion D−CohS(X)
≥w ⊂ D−Coh(X), it suffices to show that the cone of this morphism lies in the
right orthogonal complement, which one can verify is D−Coh(X)<w. By Remark 2.7 and the right-
exactness of β≥w, it suffices to prove that for P ∈ Perf(X), Cone(RΓ≥w
S
P → P ) ∈ D−CohS(X)
<w.
For n sufficiently large, we have RΓ≥w
S
(P ) ≃ β≥w(Kn ⊗ P ), and the canonical morphism is the
composition β≥w(Kn ⊗ P )→ Kn ⊗ P → P . The cone of the first morphism lies in D
−CohS(X)
<w
by construction, and the cone of the second morphism lies in D−CohS(X)
<w by the properties of
the Koszul system (having chosen n large enough). Thus we conclude by the octahedral axiom.
The proof that RΓ<w
S
is left adjoint to the inclusion D−CohS(X)
<w ⊂ D−CohS(X) follows the
same pattern: One must show that Cone(F → RΓ<w
S
F ) ∈ D−Coh(X)≥w. First one observes that
by approximating in low homological degree, it suffices to prove this for P ∈ Perf(X). Then the
canonical morphism can be factored as F → K∨n ⊗ F → β
<w(K∨n ⊗ F ) ≃ RΓ
<w
S
F for n ≫ 0, and
the cone of each morphism in the composition lies in D−CohS(X)
≥w.
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Now that we have shown right (respectively left) admissibility of D−CohS(X)
≥w (respectively
D−CohS(X)
<w), it follows that we have the semiorthogonal decomposition of Equation 3. Although,
one must use the adjunctions i∗ ⊣ i∗ and i∗ ⊣ i
Q! to identify Gw as defined above with the middle
term of this semiorthogonal decomposition.
Finally we consider the baric decomposition of D−CohS(X) established in Lemma 2.6. First
note that the argument for why i∗i∗(D
−Coh(S)≥w) ⊂ D−Coh(S)≥w actually shows that we have
a natural isomorphism β<w+1i∗i∗F ≃ F as functors from the subcategory D
−Coh(S)w. The fully-
faithfulness can be deduced from the semiorthogonal decomposition of D−Coh(S): for F,G ∈
D−Coh(S)w
RHomX(i∗F, i∗G) ≃ RHomQC(S)(i
∗i∗F,G)
≃ RHomQC(S)(β
<w+1i∗i∗F,G)
≃ RHomQC(S)(F,G)
The proof that π∗ : D−Coh(Z)w → D−Coh(S)w is an equivalence is similar, the inverse to π∗ being
given by β≥wπ∗.
To show that the baric decomposition is complete, note that there is some k such that Kn is
k-connective for all n. Because β≥w and β<w preserve connective objects in D−CohS(X), it follows
that for any morphism P → F such that τ≤pP → τ≤pF is a quasi-isomorphism, we have that
τ≤p−kRΓ
≥w
S
P → τ≤p−kRΓ
≥w
S
F is a quasi-isomorphism as well.
For any F ∈ D−CohS(X), we can choose a morphism from a perfect complex P → F which is a
quasi-isomorphism after applying τ≤p. However, for a perfect complex such that τ≤pP 6= 0, we can
always find a w such that τ≤pRΓ
≥w
S
P 6= 0 and a v such that τ≤pRΓ
<v
S
P 6= 0. Thus for any non-zero
object F ∈ D−CohS(X), there is some w and v such that β
<wF 6= 0 and β≥vF 6= 0. Hence the
baric decomposition is complete. 
One can prove a version of Theorem 2.1 for the category Perf(X) provided that OS is perfect as
a OX-module. This is a categorified version of Kirwan surjectivity.
Example 2.9. If f∗((LX|Z)
>0) ∈ (k′-Mod)♥ for all points f : Spec(k
′) → Z, where k′ is a finite
extension of k, then OS is a perfect OX-module.
Proof. LS/X is an almost perfect complex, and so the condition implies that (LX|Z)
>0 is perfect.
The condition applies to the dual as well, so in fact (LX|Z)
<0 is a locally free sheaf. Lemma 2.4
implies that LS/X|Z ≃ (LX|Z)
>0[1], so LS/X is a shifted locally free sheaf as well, and i : S→ X is a
regular embedding. 
Proposition 2.10. If OS is a perfect OX-module, then we have a semiorthogonal decomposition
〈. . . ,Perf(Z)w−1,Gperfw ,Perf(Z)
w, . . .〉,
where Gperfw = Gw ∩ Perf(X) is equivalent to Perf(X
ss) under the restriction functor.
Proof. The hypothesis implies that i has finite Tor amplitude, so i∗ maps Perf(S) to Perf(X).
In particular, PerfS(X) is generated up to retracts by the essential image of i∗, and so PerfS(X)
obtains a bounded baric decomposition for the same reason as above. It follows that for any
F ∈ Perf(X), we have RΓ≥w
S
F ∈ PerfS(X)
≥w and RΓ<w
S
F ∈ PerfS(X)
<w, and thus the projection
of F to Gw lands in G
perf
w , which establishes the semiorthogonal decomposition. To conclude that
G
perf
w → Perf(Xss) is an equivalence, it suffices to show that it is essentially surjective. The image
of the restriction functor generates Perf(Xss) up to retracts, but Gperfw is idempotent complete by
its definition, and Gperfw → Perf(Xss) is fully faithful, so it follows that the restriction functor is
essentially surjective. 
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3. The case of quasi-smooth stacks
In this section we establish a modified version of Theorem 2.1 when X is quasi-smooth. The key
observation in this context is the following:
Lemma 3.1. When X is quasi-smooth, then S and Z are quasi-smooth, and the projection π : S→ Z
is quasi-smooth as well.
Proof. Lemma 2.4 shows that LS|Z ≃ (LX|Z)
≤0 is perfect and concentrated in degrees −1,0, and
1, hence LS is perfect with fiber homology concentrated in those degrees as well. An argument
completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.4 shows that we have an equivalence of exact triangles
in D−Coh(Z)
(σ∗LS)
<0 //

σ∗LS // (σ
∗LS)
≥0 //

LZ/S[−1] // σ
∗LS // LZ //
So LZ is perfect with fiber homology concentrated in degree −1, 0, and 1, and thus Z is quasi-smooth
as well. Finally, considering the fiber sequence of cotangent complexes coming from the composition
Z
σ
−→ S
pi
−→ Z, we have an isomorphism σ∗Lpi:S→Z ≃ LZ/S[−1], so this is a perfect complex with fiber
homology in degree −1, 0, and 1 as well.

We shall prove
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a quasi-smooth quotient stack containing a Θ-stratum S ⊂ X. Assume
that H1(f
∗((LX|Z)
<0)) = 0 for every k′-point f : Spec k′ → Z, where k′/k is a finite field extension.
Then for any w ∈ Z, there is a semiorthogonal decomposition5
Db Coh(X) = 〈. . . ,Db Coh(Z)w−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Db CohS(X)<w
,Gbw,D
b Coh(Z)w,D
b Coh(Z)w+1, . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
Db CohS(X)≥w
〉, (4)
where we have identified Db CohS(X)w with the essential image of the fully faithful functor i∗π
∗ :
Db Coh(Z)w → D
b Coh(X), and Gbw := Gw ∩ D
b Coh(X) is equivalent to Db Coh(Xss) under the
restriction functor.
Example 3.3. Consider the derived cotangent stack of a smooth global quotient, X = T ∗(X/G).
This has an explicit description as the quotient of the derived scheme R SpecX(Sym(g → Ω
1
X))
by the action of G, where Ω1X is in degree 0, and g → Ω
1
X is the co-moment map. For any point
x ∈ X, H1(LX|x) is the lie algebra of the stabilizer subgroup. If X has a KN-stratification, then
this will automatically lie in the parabolic subgroup Pλ, and hence the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2
are satisfied.
Example 3.4. We observe that the semiorthogonal decomposition of Theorem 2.1 can fail to
preserve DbCoh(X) for quasi smooth X, so some hypothesis in Theorem 3.2 is necessary. Consider
a linear Gm action on A
n having positive and negative weights, and choose λ(t) = t so that the
unstable subspace is the subspace with positive weights. Let X ⊂ An be the hypersurface defined
by an homogeneous polynomial f of negative weight, and assume that f(0) = 0. Finally assume
that Crit(f) ∩An+ is not isolated from the rest of Crit(f).
Under these assumptions there is an object F ∈ DbCoh(Xss/Gm) which fails to be perfect in any
neighborhood of S ⊂ X, and thus for any extension to DbCoh(X/Gm), the derived restriction to
5This is an infinite semiorthgonal decompositions in the usual sense, so that every F ∈ Db Coh(X) lies in a
subcategory generated by finitely many semiorthogonal factors.
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{0} must be unbounded. Let F˜ be the unique object of Gw ⊂ D
−Coh(X) such that F˜ |Xss/Gm ≃ F .
If F˜ ∈ DbCoh(X), then it would admit a presentation as a right-bounded complex of locally free
sheaves which was eventually periodic up to a shift by a character of Gm – specifically Fn =
Fn+2(wt(f)). This contradicts the fact that F˜ |{0} has weight ≥ w and is unbounded.
One can use Theorem 3.2 to study the change in DbCoh under a variation of GIT quotient.
Specifically, we consider a balanced wall crossing in the language of [HL1] (An elementary wall
crossing in the language of [BFK]).
Corollary 3.5. Let X be a quasi-smooth quotient stack containing two Θ-strata S± such that
Z+ ≃ Z− and λ+(t) = λ−(t
−1) in a quotient presentation of X. Assume that H1(f
∗LX) has weight
0 for every f : Speck′ → Z for finite extensions k′/k. Let c be the λ+-weight of det(LX|Z).
(1) If c = 0, then Db Coh(Xss+ ) ≃ D
b Coh(Xss− ).
(2) If c > 0, then there is a fully faithful embedding Db Coh(Xss+ ) ⊂ D
b Coh(Xss− ).
(3) If c < 0, then there is a fully faithful embedding Db Coh(Xss− ) ⊂ D
b Coh(Xss+ ).
Remark 3.6. As in the smooth case, the semiorthogonal complement to the embeddings in (2) and
(3) has a further semiorthogonal decomposition into a number of categories of the form Db Coh(Z)w.
Proof. The argument is the same as in [HL1]. Applying Theorem 3.2 on either side of the wall, the
only difference in the description of Gbw is the size of the window, a (one also has to modify w to
account for the fact that λ+ = λ
−1
− ). In light of Lemma 3.8, the difference between the value of a
on either side of the wall is the weight of det(LX|Z). 
3.1. Remarks on Serre duality for quasi-smooth stacks. We recall the key constructions
of Serre duality in the derived setting from [DG2, Section 4.4]. For any quasi-compact derived
algebraic stack with affine stabilizers, there is a complex ωX ∈ D
bCoh(X) such that DX(•) :=
RHomQC(•, ωX) induces an equivalence D
bCoh(X) → Db Coh(X)op. In fact we have ωX = π
!(k)
where π is the projection to Spec k and π! : QC!(Spec k) → QC!(X) is the shriek pullback functor
on ind-coherent sheaves.
Lemma 3.7. Let X be a quasi-projective quotient stack which is quasi-smooth, then
ωX ≃ det(LX)[rankLX].
Proof. X admits a closed immersion into a smooth stack i : X →֒ Y. Any such closed immersion is a
derived regular embedding, so we have i!(•) ≃ i∗(•)⊗det(LX/Y)[rankLX/Y] by translating [GR, Part
IV.4, Corollary 14.3.2] into our notation. Furthermore, in our notation [GR, Part IV.4, Proposition
14.3.4] says that f !(•) ≃ f∗(•)⊗ det(LY)[rankLY] for the smooth morphism f : Y→ Speck. Using
the fiber sequence for the relative cotangent complex of a composition of morphisms, it follows that
the formula f !(•) ≃ f∗(•) ⊗ det(Lf )[rankLf ] is closed under composition of morphisms, hence it
holds for X→ Speck. 
The inclusion Perf(X) ⊂ DbCoh(X) defines a functor ΞX : QC(X) → QC
!(X) which is fully
faithful and left adjoint to the tautological functor ΨX : QC
!(X) → QC(X) coming from the
inclusion DbCoh(X) ⊂ QC(X) (see [G, Section 1.5]). Regarding QC!(X) as a module category
for QC(X), we have ΞX(F ) ≃ F ⊗ ΞX(OX), where ΞX(OX) is just OX regarded as an object of
DbCoh(X). Note that ΞX provides a second way of identifying D
b Coh(X) as a full subcategory
of QC!(X), which differs from the defining embedding as the compact objects. The fully faithful
embedding ΞX : Perf(X) → QC
!(X) agrees with the inclusion Perf(X) ⊂ Db Coh(X) ⊂ QC!(X),
however, so there is no danger of confusion when regarding a perfect complex as an object of
QC(X) or of QC!(X).
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The fact that DX preserves Perf(X) ⊂ D
bCoh(X) allows us to restrict it to a duality func-
tor Perf(X) → Perf(X)op which commutes with ΞX by construction and differs from the naive
(i.e. linear) duality by tensoring with an invertible complex. This extends to an isomorphism
QC(X)→ QC(X)∨, where the latter denotes the dual presentable stable ∞-category. This duality
interchanges D−Coh(X) and D+Coh(X).
In our setting, S and X are both quasi-smooth, but the morphism i : S →֒ X need not have finite
Tor-dimension; this happens if and only if OS is perfect as an OX-module. The morphism j : S→ X
need not be Gorenstein in the sense of derived algebraic geometry [G], and the pullback functor
jQC
!,∗ : QC!(X)→ QC!(S) need not be defined. Nevertheless we have
Lemma 3.8. Let i : S →֒ X be a closed immersion of quasi-smooth quotient stacks, then there is
an isomorphism i! ◦ ΞX(F ) ≃ ΞS(i
∗(F )⊗ detLS/X)[rankLS/X]) which is functorial for F ∈ QC(X).
Proof. The fact that i! is a functor of QC(X)-module categories, as are ΞS and ΞX, we need only
prove the claim for F = OX. We make use of the formula DX ◦ i∗ ≃ i∗ ◦ DS, as functors from
DbCoh(S)→ DbCoh(X) (the proof of [G, Corollary 9.5.9] in the case of schemes works verbatim).
For F ∈ Db Coh(S), we have
RHomQC!(X)(i∗F,OX) ≃ RHomQC!(X)(ωX, i∗DS(F ))
≃ RHomQC(X)(ωX,ΨX(i∗DS(F )))
In a slight abuse of notation we have regarded ωX ∈ D
b Coh(X) as an object of QC(X) as well,
implicitly using the fact that the functor ΞX is fully faithful. ΨX commutes with pushforwards
of bounded coherent complexes, so we can identify the latter with RHomQC!(X)(ΞX(i
∗ωX),DS(F )),
which we can in turn identify with RHomQC!(X)(F,ΞS(DS(i
∗ωX))). This equivalence is functorial
in F ∈ DbCoh(X), and thus because i! is right adjoint to i∗ we have i
!OX ≃ ΞS(DS(i
∗ωX)) ≃
ΞS(ωS ⊗ i
∗ω∨X). The result now follows from Lemma 3.7.

3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. Throughout this subsection, we will assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2
holds. This implies that LZ/S ≃ (σ
∗LS)
<0[1] ≃ (σ∗LX)
<0[1] is perfect with fiber homology in degrees
1, 0,−1. In particular it implies that σ : Z→ S has finite Tor amplitude.
Lemma 3.9. The baric truncation functors of Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.6 induce bounded baric
decompositions of Db Coh(S) and Db CohS(X).
Proof. Because σ has finite Tor-amplitude, σ∗F ∈ DbCoh(Z) for any F ∈ DbCoh(S). Thus σ∗F
decomposes as a direct sum of objects in DbCoh(Z)w for finitely many w. By Nakayama’s lemma
and the fact that σ∗ is compatible with the baric truncation functors on D−Coh(S) and D−Coh(Z),
it follows that F decomposes under the baric decomposition of D−Coh(S) as an iterated extension
of objects in D−Coh(S)w for finitely many w. Furthermore these objects lie in DbCoh(S)w, because
σ∗ : D−Coh(S)w → D−Coh(Z)w is an equivalence with inverse given by π∗. It follows that the
baric truncation functors preserve DbCoh(S).
The boundedness of the baric decomposition of DbCoh(S) follows again from Nakyama’s lemma,
the compatibility of σ∗ with the baric decomposition on DbCoh(Z), and the boundedness of the
latter. Once one has the baric decomposition of Db Coh(S), the fact that β≥w and β<w preserve
DbCohS(X) follows from the fact that D
bCohS(X) is generated by i∗D
bCoh(S) under shifts and
cones, and the boundedness of the baric decomposition of DbCohS(X) follows likewise. 
Lemma 3.10. Let a be the λ-weight of ωS|Z. Then we have
(1) DX(D
b Coh(X)≥w) = Db Coh(X)<a+1−w
(2) DX(D
b Coh(X)<w) = Db Coh(X)≥a+1−w
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Proof. (1) and (2) are equivalent by application of DX. The fact that σ : Z → S has finite Tor
amplitude implies that σ∗DS(F ) ≃ RHomQC(Z)(σ
∗F, σ∗ωS). Indeed,DS(F ) can be approximated in
high homological degree byDS(P ) for a perfect complex P , and in this case the identity follows from
the dualizability of P . It follows from Lemma 2.2 thatDS flips D
bCoh(S)≥w and Db Coh(S)<a+1−w.
F ∈ DbCoh(X) lies inDbCoh(X)<w if and only if RHomQC(X)(i∗P,F ) = 0 for all P ∈ D
b Coh(S)≥w,
because Perf(S)≥w ⊂ DbCoh(S)≥w. By Serre duality and the fact that i∗DS ≃ DXi∗, this
is equivalent to RHomQC(S)(i
∗DX(F ),DS(P )) = 0 for all P ∈ D
bCoh(S)≥w. Using the fact
that D−Coh(S)<a+1−w is generated under limits by DbCoh(S)<a+1−w = DS(D
b Coh(S)≥w) (see
Remark 2.3), this is equivalent to i∗DX(F ) ∈ D
−Coh(S)≥a+1−w, or DX(F ) ∈ D
bCoh(X)≥a+1−w.

Remark 3.11. This lemma shows that in addition to the description
DbCoh(X)≥w =
{
F ∈ Db Coh(X)
∣∣σ∗i∗F ∈ D−Coh(Z)w} ,
following immediately from the definitions and Lemma 2.2, we have an alternate characterization
Db Coh(X)<w =
{
F ∈ DbCoh(X)
∣∣σ∗i∗DXF ∈ D−Coh(Z)≥a+1−w} .
This description is convenient because it emphasizes the symmetry of the conditions defining Gbw.
Lemma 3.12. Db Coh(X) =
⋃
v,w
(
Db Coh(X)<w ∩Db Coh(X)≥v
)
.
Proof. This is proved in essentially the same way as [HL1, Lemma 3.36] and the lemmas leading
up to it. In particular Lemma 3.9 implies that Kn ⊗ F ∈ D
bCohS(X)
≥w for some w, and so the
weights of σ∗i∗(Kn⊗F ) ≃ σ
∗i∗(Kn)⊗σ
∗i∗F are bounded below. Because Kn|Z → OZ has negative
weights, OZ is a summand of Kn|Z, and thus the weights of σ
∗i∗F are below as well. The claim
now follows from Lemma 3.10. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. In order to get the semiorthogonal decomposition of Equation 4 one must
show that RΓ≥w
S
and RΓ<w
S
, the projection functors of Theorem 4.3, preserve bounded objects.
Lemma 3.12 implies that for any F ∈ Db Coh(X) and w ∈ Z, the object Cone(Kn ⊗ F → F ) ∈
DbCoh(X)<w for n ≫ 0, which implies that RΓ≥w
S
F ≃ β≥w(Kn ⊗ F ). Likewise RΓ
<w
S
F ≃
β<w(K∨n ⊗ F ) for n≫ 0. It thus follows from Lemma 3.9.
The semiorthogonal decompositions of DbCohS(X)
≥w andDbCohS(X)
<w follow from the same in
the general case of Theorem 2.1. One only has to check that i∗π
∗ : D−Coh(Z)w → D−Coh(X) pre-
serves bounded coherent objects, which follows from Lemma 3.1, and observe that F ∈ D−Coh(S)w ≃
D−Coh(Z)w has bounded homology if and only if i∗ does. Also, one must check that every
F ∈ Db CohS(X) lies in the subcategory generated by finitely many of the semiorthogonal factors,
which follows from Lemma 3.12. 
4. Extensions to multiple strata, and local quotient stacks
In this section we note that Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.2 extend to a more general setting. We
will consider an open substack, Xss, of a local-quotient stack, X, whose complement admits a Θ-
stratification. By this we mean a disjoint union of locally closed substacks covering Xus := X \Xss,
indexed by a set which is preordered by the real numbers (meaning we can assign a real number
µ(α) to every index α). We assume that for every c the subset
⋃
µ(α)>c |Sα| ⊂ |X| is closed, that
the closure of |Sα| lies in |Sα| ∪
⋃
µ(β)>µ(α) |Sβ |.
In addition, we require that each Sα is locally a derived Θ-stratum in the following sense: We
are given morphisms σα : Zα → Sα and iα : Sα → X along with open substacks Up ⊂ X, for each
p ∈ |Zα|, containing the image of p. We require that
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• Uα is a global quotient stack, and iα : Sα ∩Up → Up is identified with a derived Θ-stratum
in the sense of Definition 1.2.
• For each point p ∈ Zα whose image lies in Up ∩ Uq, the map (BGm)k′ → Zα coming from
the identification of Sα ∩Uα as a derived Θ-stratum is isomorphic to the map coming from
the identification of Sα ∩ Uq ⊂ Uq as a derived Θ-stratum.
This additional structure is actually automatic from the perspective of identifying Sα with an open
substack of Map(Θ,X), and that approach will be used in [HL3] to avoid the need for such unwieldy
local data.
Remark 4.1. In the case of a global quotient stack with multiple strata, one can fix a presentation
for X as Spec of a semifree equivariant sheaf of CDGA’s, OX [U•; d], over a smooth quasi-projective
G-scheme X as in the previous sections. It is convenient to choose X so that X →֒ X′ is a
closed immersion, i.e. OX → H0(OX [U•; d]) is surjective. Then for each Sα, the open substack
X′ \
⋃
µ(β)>µ(α) |Sβ | contains |Sα|, and we can restrict the algebra OX [U•; d] to this open substack
to give a presentation of an open substack of X in which Sα is a derived Θ-stratum. These local
quotient presentations tautologically meet the above compatibility criteria, so it is not necessary
to choose different semi-free presentations of X in different local-quotient coordinate charts.
Definition 4.2. For any choice of integers wα ∈ Z for each stratum, we define the categories
D−Coh(X)≥w :=
{
F ∈ D−Coh(X)
∣∣∀α,∀p ∈ |Zα|, F |Up ∈ D−Coh(Up)≥wα }
D−Coh(X)<w :=
{
F ∈ D−Coh(X)
∣∣∀α,∀p ∈ |Zα|, F |Up ∈ D−Coh(Up)<wα }
And in keeping with our previous conventions, we define
D−CohXus(X)
≥w := D−CohXus(X) ∩D
−Coh(X)≥w
D−CohXus(X)
<w := D−CohXus(X) ∩D
−Coh(X)<w
Gw = D
−Coh(X)<w ∩D−Coh(X)≥w
Theorem 4.3. Let X be a local quotient stack, and let {Sα} be a Θ-stratification. Then for any
choice {wα ∈ Z} we have a semiorthogonal decomposition
D− Coh(X) = 〈D− CohXus(X)
≥w,Gw,D
− CohXus(X)
<w〉,
where Gw is identified with D
− Coh(Xss) via the restriction functor.
Remark 4.4. As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1, the categories D−CohXus(X)
≥w andD−CohXus(X)
<w
admit further semiorthogonal decompositions analogous to baric decompositions. We have omitted
this for the sake of brevity.
Remark 4.5. In the case where X is quasi-smooth, this theorem holds with DbCoh instead of
D−Coh, following Theorem 3.2.
The key observation is the following
Lemma 4.6. Let Ci be a diagram of stable ∞ categories indexed by a category I. Assume that
each Ci has a semiorthogonal decomposition Ci = 〈Ai,Bi〉 such that for any morphism f : i → j
the functor f∗ : Ci → Cj maps Ai to Aj and maps Bi to Bj . Then C := lim←−i∈I
Ci admits a
semiorthogonal decomposition C = 〈A,B〉, where A = lim←−Ai and B = lim←−Bi.
Proof. The fact that f∗ preserves the categories Ai and Bi implies that f∗ commutes with the
projections onto Ai and Bi. Indeed if F ∈ Ci and B → F → A→ is the exact triangle canonically
identifying A and B as the projection of F onto A and B respectively, then f∗B → f∗F → f∗A→
is an exact triangle canonically identifying f∗A and f∗B with the projection of f∗F ∈ Cj onto Aj
and Bj respectively.
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This implies that given an element {Fi ∈ Ci} ∈ C, the projections {Ai ∈ Ai} define an ob-
ject of lim←−iAi, and we have an exact triangle {Bi} → {Fi} → {Ai} →. What remains is to
show that lim
←−
Ai is semiorthogonal to lim←−
Bi in C, which follows immediately from the description
RHomC({Fi}, {Gi}) ≃ lim←−
RHomCi(Fi, Gi). 
Remark 4.7. This holds for arbitrary finite semiorthogonal decompositions, and thus for baric
decompositions.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Observe that for a derived Θ-stratum in a global quotient stack, S ⊂ U,
the baric decomposition on Perf(S) is determined by the weights of restrictions along the maps
(BGm)k′ → S defined by points of |Z|, and one can use this to recover the baric decomposition
on QC(S). From there, the categories D−CohS(U)
≥w, D−CohS(U)
≥w, and Gw are uniquely de-
termined by the data of the closed immersion i : S → U. It follows that if U′ ⊂ U is an
open substack such that S ∩ U′ → U′ is still a derived Θ-stratum, then the restriction functor
D−Coh(U) → D−Coh(U′) preserves the subcategories in the semiorthogonal decomposition of
Equation 3, provided that the maps (BGm)k′ → S∩U
′ coming from the identification of the latter
as a derived Θ-stratum are isomorphic to maps (BGm)k′ → S determined by the identification of
S as a derived Θ-stratum.
Let us consider the case of a single stratum S ⊂ X. We have a Zariski-cover of X consisting
of Xss as well as the substack Up around each point in the image of Z → X. Faithfully flat
descent implies that if we let X′ := Xss ⊔
⊔
p∈|Z|Up, and let X
′
• be the Cech nerve of the projection
X′ → X, then D−Coh(X) ≃ TotD−Coh(X′•). In any multiple intersection of open substacks in
this cover, S intersected with this open subset can still be identified as a (possibly empty) Θ-
stratum, so at every level of the Cech nerve D−Coh(X′n) has the semiorthogonal decomposition of
Equation 3. Furthermore, the restriction functors in this co-simplicial diagram of ∞-categories are
compatible with these semiorthogonal decompositions by the compatibility hypotheses between the
idnetifications of Θ-strata in different Up. Thus by Lemma 4.6 the semiorthogonal decomposition
extends to QC(X) as well.
Finally, extending the result to multiple strata is similar. Writing X as an ascending union of the
open substacks Xµ≤c := X
ss ∪
⋃
µ(α)≤c Sα, we have D
−Coh(X) = lim
←−
D−Coh(X≤c). The inductive
argument for how to extend the semiorthogonal decomposition stratum by stratum is identical
to that in [HL1], and the restrictions D−Coh(X≤c) are compatible with these semiorthogonal
decompositions, hence by Lemma 4.6 we get a semiorthogonal decomposition of D−Coh(X) as
well. 
5. The virtual non-abelian localization theorem
In this section we discuss a localization formula for computing the K-theoretic index χ(X, F ) :=∑
(−1)p dimHp(RΓ(X, F )) for F ∈ D
bCoh(X). The quantity χ(X, F ) is only well defined if∑
p dimHpRΓ(X, F ) <∞. Our main result is technically independent of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.2,
but it is closely related conceptually, and requires the same idea of equipping a classical KN-stratum
with a derived structure such that Lemma 2.4 holds.
We shall consider a quasi-smooth stack X, which for simplicity we assume is a derived global
quotient stack, which has several derived Θ-strata in the sense of Definition 1.2, indexed by some
partially ordered set, so
X = Xss ∪
⋃
Sα, and Sα ⊂
⋃
β≥α
Sβ
For convenience, we shall introduce the notation L+α := (LX|Zα)
>0 ∈ Perf(Zα)
>0 and L−α :=
(LX|Zα)
<0 ∈ Perf(Zα)
<0.
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Theorem 5.1. Let X be a quasi-smooth stack admitting a derived Θ-stratification as above. Let
Eα = Sym(L
−
α ⊕ (L
+
α )
∨)⊗ (det(L+α ))
∨[− rankL+α ].
Then for any F ∈ Perf(X),
χ(X, F ) ≃ χ(Xss, F |Xss) +
∑
α
χ(Zα, F |Zα ⊗ Eα), (5)
and the left side is well-defined whenever all of the terms on the right side have
∑
dimHpRΓ(•) <
∞.
One of the key features of this formula is that the correction terms are a-priori coherent when
F ∈ Perf(X). Even though Eα does not have coherent homology sheaves, the component in each
weight, (Eα)
w ∈ Perf(Z)w, is coherent and vanishes for all for w ≫ 0. Thus only finitely many
summands (Eα)
w, those for which (F |Zα)
−w is nonvanishing, contribute to χ(Zα, F |Zα ⊗ Eα).
Lemma 5.2. Let i : S ⊂ X be a closed immersion with perfect relative cotangent complex. Then
for any F ∈ QC(X), RΓSF has a bounded below, increasing filtration whose associated graded is
quivalent to
i∗
(
Sym(L∨S/X[1]) ⊗ i
!OX ⊗ i
∗F
)
.
Proof. The functorial isomorphism RΓSF ≃ F ⊗ RΓSOX, combined with the projection formula,
shows that it is sufficient to prove the claim for F = OX. This is a consequence of the theory of
derived deformation to the normal cone of [GR, Part IV.4, Section 10]. They construct a sequence
of derived square-zero extensions S = S(0) →֒ S(1) →֒ · · · →֒ X having the properties that
• S(n) →֒ S(n+1) is a square-zero extension by (the pushforward of) Symn+1(LS/X[−1]), and
• colim S(n) ≃ X̂S in the category of formal moduli problems under S [GR, Part IV.2].
The claim of the lemma will follow from the formula
RΓSOX ≃ colimnRHomQC(X)(OS(n) ,OX) (6)
Indeed, exhibiting an object as the colimit of a diagram of the form F0 → F1 → · · · is the
∞-categorical generalization of having a (bounded below, increasing) filtration whose associated
graded is
⊕
n cofib(Fn → Fn+1). In our case we have a fiber sequence i∗ Sym
n+1(LS/X[−1]) →
OS(n+1) → OS(n) , so the associated graded of the filtration is⊕
n
RHomQC(X)(i∗ Sym
n(LS/X[−1]),OX) ≃ i∗
⊕
n
RHomQC(S)(Sym
n(LS/X[−1]), i
!OX).
The claim follows from the dualizability of Symn(LS/X[−1]).
In order to prove Equation 6, we use the identity colim S(n) ≃ X̂S, and hence D
b Coh(X)S ≃
colimnD
bCoh(S(n)) by [GR, Part III.3, Corollary 1.1.6]. It follows that we have a diagram
QC!(S(n))
(in)∗
**❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯
❯❯

Ind(colimnD
b Coh(S(n)))
i∗
//
≃

QC!(X)
QC!(X)S
Passing to right adjoints, Lemma 5.3 below implies that i∗i
! ≃ colimn(in)∗i
!
n, and we can consider
the composition of this equivalence with ΨX : QC
!(X)→ QC(X).
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Now we have a fiber sequence of functors i∗i
! → idQC!(X) → j∗j
IndCoh,∗, where j : U → X is
the inclusion of the open complement of S. Because the second two terms preserve the category
QC!(X)<∞ and commute with ΨX, it follows that i∗i
! preserves eventually coconnective complexes,
and under the equivalence ΨX : QC
!(X)<∞ ≃ QC(X)<∞ we can identify i∗i
!OX ≃ RΓSOX.
Furthermore, for each closed immersion in : S
(n) → X, the functor iQ!n preserves eventually
coconnective objects, so iQ!n : QC(X)<∞ → QC(S
(n))<∞ is right adjoint to (in)∗ : QC(S
(n))<∞ →
QC(X)<∞. It follows that i
!
n preserves eventually coconnective objects, and that ΨX(i
!
nF ) ≃ i
Q!
n F
for F ∈ QC!(X)<∞. It follows that ΨX((in)∗i
!
nOX) ≃ RHomQC(X)(OS(n) ,OX), and Equation 6
follows. 
Lemma 5.3. Let Ψ : I → PrL be a diagram of presentable ∞-categories, and let C = colimn Cn in
PrL. If in : Cn → C is the functor defining C as a colimit, then idC ≃ colimn∈I ini
R
n .
Proof. The map colimn∈I ini
R
n → idC is induced by the counits of adjunction. For any objects
F,G ∈ C, the induced map Map(F,G)→ Map(colimn∈I ini
R
n (F ), G) can be identified with the map
Map(F,G)→ lim
←−n∈I
Map(iRn (F ), i
R
n (G)). Therefore, the claim follows from the fact that the map
iRn identify colimI Ψ with the limit category lim←−I
ΨR [DG1, Proposition 1.7.5]. 
Lemma 5.4. Let S be a Θ-stratum, with projection π : S → Z and section σ : Z → S. Then for
any F ∈ QC(S), π∗(F ) ∈ QC(Z) has a bounded below, increasing filtration whose associated graded
is Sym(LS/Z)⊗ σ
∗F .
Proof. Let us recall the definition Z = R SpecZ B/L. Then we can factor the morphism π as an
affine morphism f : R SpecZ A/P → R SpecZ B/P ,
6 where P acts through the projection P → L,
followed by the morphism g : R SpecZ B/P → Z.
Now any module has a presentation of the form A ⊗OZ M with some differential determined
by d : M → A ⊗ M . The pushforward f∗ is simply the functor which forgets the A-module
structure (but remembers the action of P ), and the pushforward g∗ have an explicit description
as well. Because R SpecZ B/P → Z is a U -gerbe, where U is the unipotent group which is the
kernel of P → L, we can compute the pushforward using the lie-algebra cohomology. For any
E ∈ QC(R SpecZ B/P ) we have g∗(E) ≃ E ⊗k
∧∗(u∨) regarded as an L-equivariant B-module,
where the differential encodes the action of U .
Combining these two observations we have an explicit complex
∧∗(u∨) ⊗k A ⊗M computing
π∗(F ). Assume that we have replaced A with a semi-free presentation over OZ. Then we can filter
this complex by tensor order, considering both the semi-free generators of A and the generators
in u∨. One can check that the associated graded has an underlying OZ module which is still
isomorphic to
∧∗(u∨)⊗kA⊗M , but with a new differential such that the complex is equivalent to
σ∗(Sym(LS/Z)⊗ F ). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Given the previous lemmas, the proof is a straightforward application of
cohomology with supports. We describe this explicitly for a single stratum, and the general case
follows by a simple inductive argument. For any F there is an exact triangle RΓS(F ) → F →
j∗(F |Xss)→, where j : X
ss → X is the inclusion. If RΓ is finite dimensional for the outer two, then it
is finite dimensional for F as well, and applying χ we have χ(X, F ) = χ(Xss, F |Xss)+χ(X, RΓS(F )).
Now Lemma 5.2 implies that RΓS(X, F ) has a bounded below, increasing filtration whose asso-
ciated graded is RΓ(S,
⊕
n Sym
n(L∨
S/X[1])⊗ i
!OX ⊗ i
∗F ). Note that by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.8,
we can rewrite this as⊕
n
RΓ
(
S,Symn(β<0(i∗L∨X))⊗ det
(
β<0(i∗L∨X)
)
[rank(L+)∨]⊗ i∗F
)
6Note that we can regard A as a quasicoherent, and in fact locally semi-free, sheaf of CDGA’s over Z because the
projection Y → Z is affine, and in fact an e´tale-locally trivial bundle of affine spaces.
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Because the weights of i∗F are bounded above, and the weights of Symn(β<0(i∗L∨X)) become in-
creasingly negative as n increases, only finitely many terms of this sum are nonzero.
We may identify the restriction of β<0(i∗L∨X) to Z with (L
+)∨, and in the proof of Lemma 3.1
we computed that Lpi:S→Z ≃ LZ/S[−1] ≃ (σ
∗LS)
<0, so combining this with Lemma 2.4 we see
that LS/Z ≃ L
−. Applying Lemma 5.4, we see that each summand in the expression above has a
bounded below increasing filtration whose associated graded is⊕
m
RΓ
(
Z,Symn((L+)∨)⊗ Symm(L−)⊗ det((L+)∨)[rank(L+)∨]⊗ σ∗F
)
Again, because the weights of σ∗F are bounded above, only finitely many terms of this sum are
nonzero. It follows that only finitely many terms of the sum RΓ(Z, Eα ⊗ σ
∗F ) are non-zero, and if
they are finite dimensional, then so is RΓS(X, F ), and χ(X, RΓS(X, F )) = χ(Z, Eα ⊗ σ
∗F ).

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